
Our basic framework centers around the hero’s journey

“Lack of success with women is a singular pain point which is traceable back to a life more 

broadly devoid of meaning, masculinity and power. My work with men addresses both areas: 

the outer layer of social skill and technique, and the inner layer of purpose and masculinity. 

Addressing these together creates a shatterproof confidence and a vast array of attraction 

techniques which holistically and quickly increases a man’s success with women and dating.

My clients are hero’s in waiting and though each often doesn’t know it. 

My job, reveal and release the hero within. It is what women are waiting for.”

~ Stephen Nash
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INNER - - The Compass

Our work is to cultivate a type of male magnetism which communicates from one animal to another. 

This magnetism flows outward from a man’s mission, his confidence, beliefs and understanding of his desires.

Mission/Purpose - a search which connects us to a primal male force, our spirit and grounds us in our real selves;

Masculinity - challenge and repose, how both are the bread and water to cultivating masculinity and that our 

mission is the focal point for all challenge;

Confidence - the natural outgrowth of being challenged via a mission; 

Beliefs - eliminating old, disempowering (and often unconscious) beliefs and installing new, empowered ones 

based on abundance and limitless possibility;

Desires - what do you want from your life and your woman?

Relaxation - the secret ingredient

Spiritual - what supports you, what can empower you with sustained energy for ongoing growth past your work 

with me?

These elements help us uncover the hero’s compass and provide us with the power and belief to move forward 

and evolve. The path beckons, but what are we seeking?  

The answer - Adventure!
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With an aim or purpose clarified, our outer life is transformed into an adventure. 

Each hero must accomplish or achieve a goal as his mission. In order to do so, he must have tools at his disposal. 

These take the form of social skills, techniques for improving ones social circle, lifestyle, body language and 

tonality, even specific ideas on your “look” or personal style. 

Social skills - everything from approaching women, what to do on the first three dates, escalation techniques, 

conversation skills and even when to go for that all-important first kiss;

Life skills - your home, fitness, health, family. We cover every primary area in a man’s life and plot a path forward 

so your evolution is complete and balanced;

Personal style - head to toe, we want conscious thought evidenced everywhere;

Body language - empowered and confident, our body language is the key to nailing a first impression and to 

capturing, and keeping, her attention;

Lifestyle - how you spend your time and ways to eliminate distractions, and engage in high leverage activities 

that unlock joy and lead to the truly select social circles, and the women they protect;

Social Circle - the 3 levels of engagement, and how to set-up a passive stream of women entering your life;

Relaxation - the secret ingredient

Spiritual - what supports you and can empower you with sustained energy for growth past your work with me?

“The Compass” + “The Adventure” = The Hero

Men have lost their way. We work too much, we socialize too little. We experience distraction as 

opposed to joy and fulfillment. We prioritize outer acquisition over inner evolution. Women are waiting 

for us to remember who we are and reconnect with the hero who can conquer himself and his mission. 

This is being of attraction, the magnetism which unlocks her attention and naturally, effortlessly leads to 

relationships and intimacy with the truly “select” women. 

Become the hero, and watch your issues with women and dating vanish.

To discuss your coaching options with Stephen, please click the link below and fill-in the form on the page. 

You will then be contacted to setup a 30-minute evaluation with Stephen, or a member of our team, to 

determine if you are a good fit for our program:

>    http://lifestyle-arts.com/individual-coaching/


